THE TRAIN
It was the usual, boring round: the doctor, his
assistant, the nurse ... Glushkov heard their familiar,
cursed words and gnawed his teeth,
"Ah, my dear fellow, you're sweating," Doctor Belov
said to the captain and touched his plaster stays. A fresh
stain of pus stood out on it.
"Yes, indeed, sweating, doctor/* replied the captain,
"Otherwise condition perfect."
"I hope there won't have to be a porthole," the
doctor said anxiously.
The high wave vanished into the blue distance,
playing with the wind, sparkling in the sun. What did it
care for human battles and tears!
Sergeant Nifonov took no part in the general conver-
sation in the coach. He confined himself to the most
necessary words—"Yes," "No," "Give me some water."
When he saw a new patient, Nifonov would ask him:
"You don't happen to know Bereza—Semyon Bereza,
a machine-gunner?" and he would add regiment and
company. But none of his neighbours, none of the
doctors or nurses knew the machine-gunner Semyon
Bereza. People asked Nifonov what he wanted with
Bereza, but the sergeant did not answer, he would close
his eyes and pretend to be dozing.
How good it would be to know if Bereza was alive,
How fine if he was. And if he could only find out where
he was now. ...
But just to talk, to chatter, merely for the sake of
wagging your tongue—what was the good of that!
Nothing to talk about as long as the one important thing
was still uncertain. And it was this that he wanted to
discuss with Semyon Bereza.
They had known each other for just ten minutes. But
it seemed to Nifonov that he had never had a closer
friend.
On that damned field with hot dust stopping up one's
tihtroat, a fellow from another company, a man he did
not know, had been on Nifonov's right in the trench.
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